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- BRISTOL S3 SRC

Name:
GRAIN LEATHER SHOES - S3 SRC
Size:
39 - 40 - 41 - 42 - 43 - 44 - 45 - 46 - 47 - 48
Colour:
Black

Description :
DERBY shoes, low cut. Upper: Action leather. Lining: polyamid mesh. Insole : removable - Polyester on EVA. Outsole :
Injected - PU mono-density.
Safety toe-cap and anti-penetration insert : Composite
Materials:
see description
Strong points:
Polyamide lining + foam for softness and comfort.
Padded collar for greater comfort.
Leather upper, treated S3 allowing water repellency.
EVA insole.
Ultra flexible anti-perforation composite insole.
NON METALLIC : No metallic parts in the shoe. Composite toe cap 200 joule, lighter than steel. Non conductive material.
Mono density PU outsole providing cushioning and ensuring abrasion resistance.
Outsole studs design certified anti-slip SRC.
Instructions for use:
Safety footwear S3 SRC, class I , low shoes. Footwear with a protective toe cap providing protection against shocks
equivalent to 200 joules and against crushing risks under a maximum 15 kN load, and puncture-proof sole with
anti-penetration insert (P). Footwear with antistatic properties (A), energy absorbing heel (E) Water resistant upper (WRU).
cleated Outsole resistant to fuel oil (FO). Slip resistant Footwear provided for indoor or outdoor use and for smooth and oily
industrial-type floors (SRC).
Limits to use:
The DELTAPLUS® guarantee can only be applied optimal-condition shoes, being used without adding up any accessories
likely to generate a change in protection, or it cannot be applied when its use is not specified in the current instructions for
use. Not to be used for protection against further hazards than defined above. Not to be used within the scope of any other
field of activity than that defined in the above-mentioned instructions. An removable insock is provided with this footwear.
Testing was carried out on the footwear with the insock in place. Consequently, this footwear must be worn with the insock in
place. It may only be replaced by a comparable insock supplied by Delta Plus. This footwear contains no substances known
to cause allergic reactions in people with allergic sensitivities.
Instructions for storage:
To be stored in its original packing in a dry place, sheltered from sun light.
Instructions for cleaning / maintenance:
After any use, leave unpacked shoes in a ventilated place away from any heat source. To remove clay and dust, use a non
metallic brush. For stains, use a wet cloth with soap if necessary. To shoe polishing, use a standard product.
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Performances :
Safety footwear S3 SRC, Class I, Comply with the requirements of the European Directive 89/686, special for ergonomics,
harmlessness, comfort, airing and flexibility and with the requirements of the European standards EN ISO 20344:2011 and
EN ISO 20345:2011.

•

EN ISO
20345:2011

Personal protective equipment - Safety footwear.

S3 : Additional special requirements
SRC : Resistance to slipping
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